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“Shut down!” 

“Damn, I said this traitor went to the city and found an enemy.” 

“f*** , this dead traitor dares to say that he is not a traitor.” “ 

Damn, I think we should take her down as soon as possible, otherwise, it will only do us all harm and 

nothing.” 

It boiled immediately, as if water was placed in the oil, and it boiled to the point of frying the pan. 

Some of them even went so far as to arrest Fumei. 

Seeing that Fu Mei didn’t move at all, she just snorted coldly: “Why, the person who went to the city 

and was supposed to be a traitor? Then if I tell you, I also met George Han? Then, do you want to ask for 

the original one by one? Earth exploded?” Did 

you meet George Han? 

The group of people was stunned again, but in a blink of an eye, the crowd became even more angry. 

“f***, this b!tch, you have to die.” 

“It must be his mother 

who wanted to surrender George Han, but was rejected, so she ran back.” 

“If that’s the case, what is she? Attitude?” A 

group of people pointed at each other angrily, Ye Shijun was even more angry. 

He had long lost any interest in Fu Mei, but no matter what, Fu Mei’s dog was his own dog. 

No matter how cheap the dog is, no matter how rubbish the dog is, it is still his own dog. 

Therefore, it was unacceptable for her to go to Jiluocheng in private, and it was even more unbearable 

to see George Han in Jiluocheng. 

That’s his own dog, his own dog does these things, how can he be a faceless owner. 

If Ming Yu wasn’t here, he really wished he would strangle this stinky b!tch to death now, to save her 

from being an eyesore here. 

Ming Yu glared angrily at the group of people who were about to make a move, regained control of the 

situation, took a deep breath, and looked at Fumei: “You should go to 

the city to meet George Han? What is this for?” 

“Fumei knows very well, when it comes to Xiuwei, Fumei is not as good as the masters present, and in 

terms of intelligence, it is not comparable to all the talents here, but as Mrs. Ye’s wife, doing nothing is 

really not what Fumei thinks.” 



“Of course, this is a nice saying. , to put it in an unpleasant way, that is, Fumei also wants to make 

meritorious deeds, and Fumei is not willing to make only a vase, so Fumei took advantage of her own 

little advantage and did something for this war.” The 

words ended, Fumei sneered: “If Fumei wants to be a traitor, you can just go and never return, right? 

Why should you go back and die?” 

“Since Fumei dares to come back, naturally, she has a clear conscience. 

” The executives who were still aggressive just now were very puzzled when they heard the words of Fu 

Mei. 

Although everyone believes that Fumei is a traitor, it 

is not unreasonable for Fumei’s words. If she is really a traitor, how dare she run back again? ! 

Ming Yu nodded slightly and motioned to Fu Mei to continue. 

Fu Mei smiled: “As we all know, Fu Mei’s younger brother is the city lord who should be in the city right 

now, so Fu Mei can take advantage of this opportunity to find reasons and opportunities to join George 

Han.” 

“Of course, George Han is very smart. It’s hard to win his trust, so Fu Mei deliberately copied our 

previous battle map and gave it to him.” 

“What? You handed our battle map to George Han? That…that’s our secret, how dare you say you’re not 

a traitor?” 

“That’s right, you handed over such an important secret to the enemy. This is really annoying. Even if 

you kill you a thousand times or ten thousand times, it will not be able to vent our hatred.” 

Faced with these swear words, Fu Mei was 

not afraid at all, but looked at Ming Yu with confidence. 

Ming Yu looked at her for a long time, and when she saw that her eyes did not dodge, she nodded: 

“George Han is very vigilant, and he is our enemy at this time, so he is naturally very vigilant towards us. 

It is indeed difficult for him to win his trust.” 

“However, after all, the battle plan is a military secret, and moving it is a serious crime. If your move is 

ineffective, you can only execute it by military law.” 

Fu Mei smiled: “Ming Yu knows the truth of not going into the tiger’s den and getting the tiger’s son, 

and he knows the proverb that he can’t bear the child but can’t catch the wolf. If he dares to do it, he 

must be sure.” 

“I have successfully won the trust of George Han, or , If my guess is correct, the current George Han 

should be leading a group of executives to escape from the city.” Fu Mei smiled. 

When a group of people heard his words, they were all shocked… 
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“Damn, what does this mean? George Han escaped with someone?” 

“f***, this time our army is overwhelmed , will destroy the Han thief, but you actually notified him in 

advance and let him go, and you still said that you are not a spy?” 

“Elder Shenlong, stop talking nonsense with her, I think, just kill her directly.” 

“Nothing to say. Wrong, kill her, kill her.” 

After the shock, he cursed, and everyone’s anger was completely ignited at this time. 

Futian moved with one hand, and the long sword had been dragged out unknowingly. As long as 

anything went wrong, he would definitely be the first to use his sword to kill Fumei. 

In this way, to completely distance himself from his family. 

Mingyu waved her hand slightly and looked at Fumei: “Since it took so much risk and energy, I think 

Fumei should have her own plans, otherwise, why should it be like this?” 

Fumei smiled: “Shenlong The elder is worthy of being the elder 

Shenlong , but he is not comparable to a bunch of mediocre people.” 

“Yes, this time our army did have 400,000 troops, but don’t forget, the city was originally our city, and 

the situation there Are you not clear enough?” 

“Although Jiluocheng is a new city, due to the development and growth of these years, the toughness of 

the city has been improved by countless grades. Although we have an absolute advantage, it is not easy 

to gnaw down the city. ” I dare not say that we will lose, but at least a few front teeth have 

been broken. I believe no one here will object?” 

‘s nodded. 

Although they have an overwhelming advantage in numbers and elites, the siege battle itself is also the 

most difficult battle in the war. Moreover, there are indeed a lot of troops in the fallen city. If you want 

to force them, 

you must pay a big price. 

“Since everyone does not object, let me say again, if this defender is still George Han.” Fu Mei smiled. 

“What happened to him, George Han? We have so many troops overrunning the territory, even if he is 

George Han, what can he do? Does he have three heads and six arms?” Someone disagreed. 

Fu Mei smiled: “Of course George Han doesn’t have three heads and six arms. He may have three 

hundred heads and six thousand arms.” 

As soon as these words came out, some people were immediately speechless. 

At this time, Zhu Yanshuo hurriedly stood up: “Aside from prejudice, I have to say one thing, that George 

Han is really incredible, very powerful. We surrounded him with so many troops at the beginning, but 



not only did the siege fail, but he was turned against him. The first army came back after a big defeat. If I 

hadn’t experienced it myself, I wouldn’t believe that such a thing could happen.” 

“But it is precisely because we have experienced it that 

we should be more cautious about this guy!” 

Zhu Yanshuo After a few words, everyone nodded. 

“That’s right, if George Han defends the city in person, we will win the city in the end, but we don’t 

know how much we will pay.” 

“Also, George Han can put on a war of attrition, and the city will not be built. Out, although through the 

ages, the people we besieged outside can theoretically trap them in the city, but in fact, don’t forget 

that George Han still has a heavenly book world, he can in turn use it to produce food, thus It consumes 

us in the opposite direction, so we must forcefully eat the city, and if we forcefully eat it, we are 

destined to lose even more.” 

Fumei heard the words and smiled lightly, and Mingyu at this time finally understood Fumei’s singing. 

Which play is it. 

“Since everyone agrees with this, then I believe you can understand why 

I want to cheat Han 3000 out, right? “ 

At that time, they were divided into two groups by us. On George Han’s side, there was a fight between 

beasts, and the people who should fall into the city would be disillusioned because the dragons had no 

leader and because we said that George Han had abandoned them. Wouldn’t it be better to have a 

smooth and easy one-by-one defeat? The 

crowd was silent, and they didn’t make a sound for a long time. 

Until Zhu Yanshuo took the lead in applauding: “Okay, it’s a good plan to defeat them one by one. As 

soon as 

Zhu Yanshuo spoke, the crowd started 

. “ 

Young Master Ye is really unusual, just being his own wife, she is so smart. “ 

Ye Shijun was originally very angry. Hearing this sudden compliment, he was stunned for a moment, and 

then suddenly smiled. 

“Dangdangdang! “ 

And almost at the same time, the sound of the iron falling to the ground also sounded… 

 


